
FIELD COMMANDER PAPER

I would like to try out for a leadership position in the band, also known as field commander. I understand that this
requires maximum dedication and hard work.

Nine years of the same activity takes lots of endurance and dedication into a certain passion, and I have
learned over the years to have this. Having the sequence of play printed right on the board is a great reminder
of the order of the steps you do on each turn. The game includes a player log sheet that may be photocopied to
keep track of stats as you play your campaign. Self control is an important role in the job. Scenario: - The
Egyptian Adventure The Goal: Hold Alexandria through the end of the Campaign Track August Continuing
my campaign through Napoleon's career, we find ourselves in Egypt, as we embark on a campaign that will
hopefully net us Acre, and a gateway to the east. My decision to buy that garrison unit turns out to have been a
wise one - I couldn't have moved it otherwise, since no units being there would have lost me the territory and
the campaign. These activities mold me into an experienced musician and has allowed me to strive for my
desires and appreciate the art in life. In fact, between splitting my remaining forces between advancing and
retreating, the size of the armies in my way, and the toll Harsh Conditions will no doubt inflict, getting to Acre
with anywhere near a fighting chance is pretty much out of the question. I currently play the clarinet all year
around as a sophomore. When fuel is exhausted, there is a high chance the unit will explode. The campaign
comes to an end at Sidon as the siege of Tyre begins. With my supply, I plunk a Garrison in Alexandria so I
can use the army there if need be to join the offensive without losing the territory. All units can be resupplied
by either trucks, transports, or cities. The Battle Plans give their assigned force an advantage. Are you kidding
me? I get lucky for once on the Fog of War roll, which lets me move my army that was holding down the fort
in Alexandria over to the battle in Al-Arish. Campaigns Variety in any solitaire wargame is key in my mind as
it means it is replayable. Gaugamela â€” BC to BC. The last step allows you to spend your acquired Gold and
Glory on items such as purchasing forces, a City that gains you VPs, random Insight counters or Advisors that
both allow for your forces to have special abilities, and you can level up Alexander to make him more
formidable and allow you to gain additional Battle Plans to use against your enemy. A player can have a
plane, a tank on a bridge, a boat under the bridge, and a submerged sub all in the same grid space. Repulsed at
Al-Arish, we return to Bitter Lake, living up to its name. This represents the condition that the Persians have
destroyed the local farms and fields and finding food in the form of forage to feed the army is more difficult
and it will cost more gold to bring in supplies. Result: 21 VP - Historical "Victory". Not a terribly hard option
but you will be cash strapped.


